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Across
4:   The number of levels of government in Australia
5:   Room in which members of a parliament sit
8:   A group of people responsible for holding the
      government to account
12:  Candidates do this to get elected
14:  Members can belong to a political ________
15:  The system of beliefs and laws by which a
       country, state, or organisation is goverened
18:  A country formed by separate states that have
       given certain powers to a central government
       while keeping control over local matters.
19:  Another word for government
20:  A document signed by a large number of people
       demanding or asking for some action from.
21:   A group of people with the power to make or
       change laws
23:  Inquiry system used in parliaments
24:  Symbol of authority of the Speaker

Down
1:  Day on which members vote for representatives 
     in a parliament
2:  A form of government in which people choose
     leaders by voting.
3:  An event in which the people of a county, state, etc.,
     vote for or against a law that deals with a specific
     issue.
6:  An area represented by one or more members of
     parliament
7:  Representative of the Crown in Australia
9:  System of government in Australia
10:  Australia's Head of State
11:  Parliaments pass these
13:  A draft law
16:  A group of people chosen to have make decisions
      on behalf of a country or state.
17:  A person competing in an election
22:  To make an official choice for or against something
       by casting a ballot, raising your hand, etc.
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Crossword solution

Across
4:   The number of levels of government in Australia
5:   Room in which members of a parliament sit
8:   A group of people responsible for holding the
      government to account
12:  Candidates do this to get elected
14:  Members can belong to a political ________
15:  The system of beliefs and laws by which a
       country, state, or organisation is goverened
18:  A country formed by separate states that have
       given certain powers to a central government
       while keeping control over local matters.
19:  Another word for government
20:  A document signed by a large number of people
       demanding or asking for some action from.
21:   A group of people with the power to make or
       change laws
23:  Inquiry system used in parliaments
24:  Symbol of authority of the Speaker

Down
1:  Day on which members vote for representatives 
     in a parliament
2:  A form of government in which people choose
     leaders by voting.
3:  An event in which the people of a county, state, etc.,
     vote for or against a law that deals with a specific
     issue.
6:  An area represented by one or more members of
     parliament
7:  Representative of the Crown in Australia
9:  System of government in Australia
10:  Australia's Head of State
11:  Parliaments pass these
13:  A draft law
16:  A group of people chosen to have make decisions
      on behalf of a country or state.
17:  A person competing in an election
22:  To make an official choice for or against something
       by casting a ballot, raising your hand, etc.
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